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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why would a database be denormalized?
A. To ensure data integrity
B. To prevent duplication of data
C. To save storage space
D. To increase processing efficiency
Answer: D
Explanation:
A database is denormalized when there is a need to improve processing efficiency.
There is, however, a risk to data integrity when this occurs. Since it implies the introduction of
duplication, it will not likely allow saving of storage space.
Source: Information Systems Audit and Control Association, Certified Information Systems
Auditor 2002 review manual, Chapter 3: Technical Infrastructure and Operational Practices
(page 109).

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which information is recommended to be included in an Exact Data Matching (EDM) data
source?
A. Numeric fields with fewer than five digits
B. Date fields
C. Column names in the first row
D. Country, state, or province names
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A local community center provides health care services to eligible local residents. Staff
currently triage patients through of a series of qualifying questions that drive additional
qualification questions. The center wants to extend triage capabilities to its volunteers to
determine whether residents qualify for services. Service decisions need to be made
immediately while the patient is interacting with the staff or volunteer.

Which solution should the consultant recommend?
A. Use a Workflow Rule with Field Updates and Case Assignment Rules to triage and assign the
case to the proper services queue.
B. Use a Standard Lightning Component to displaying custom fields from several objects and
generate a services decision.
C. Use Case records, Validation Rules and Process Builder to post case details to the central
volunteer Chatter Group so all volunteers can collaborate on eligible services.
D. Create a Flow to guide volunteers on triage screens, capture accurate data and generate a
services decision.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: B
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